FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

Lynxspring at 2014 AHR Expo
Lee’s Summit, MO – January 6, 2014 – Lynxspring, a premier developer and provider of open platform
control solutions for building automation, energy management and device-to-enterprise integration today
announced that it will be featuring new software applications and hardware at this year's 2014 AHR
Expo, January 21-January 23 at the Javits Center, New York City. Lynxspring will be at Booth #124.
On the software and application side, Lynxspring will be demonstrating the latest version of JENEsys, the
company's Building and Information Software Platform and Operating System, LYNX CyberPro, the first
Cyber Protection Solution that secures the remote connection to Building Automation and Energy
Management Systems and several new applications for JENEsysONE, the company' controllers for
Application Specific Programmable Equipment Control and Small Buildings.
On the hardware side, the company will be showcasing the new JENEsysONE JO-PC3-MC controller,
ideal for controlling and monitoring small building systems including HVAC equipment, lighting, and
meters and designed to optimize control for individual systems. Also on hand will be the recently
announced Franklin Controls VFDs and starter devices designed to meet the operational and facility
management challenges of today's buildings and the company's hardware portfolio of JENEsys branded
Internet based automation technology and device to enterprise integration solutions for Building
Automation and Energy Management.
About Lynxspring
Lynxspring is changing the way devices and systems communicate and collaborate across enterprises.
Our technologies enable users to manage and operate their facilities and equipment smarter, safer, more
efficiently, and at peak performance levels. Embracing an open, operational and informational framework
platform, Lynxspring designs, manufactures and distributes JENEsys, brand Internet based automation
infrastructure technology and device-to-enterprise integration solutions for Building Automation, Energy
Management, Cyber Security, Equipment Control and other Specialty applications. More information is
available at www.lynxspring.com.
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